Important deadlines:

- Submission (full paper): May 18, 2020
- Notification: June 18, 2020
- Registration: July 2, 2020
- Camera ready: July 12, 2020

Tracks:

- ENCOT: Emerging Network Communications and Technologies
- CGNS: CLOUD/GRID Networks and Services
- UBI: Ubiquitous mobile services and protocols
- SERVI: Multi-technology service deployment and assurance
- NGNUS: Next Generation Networks and Ubiquitous Services
- COMAN: Network Control and Management
- MPQSI: Multi Provider QoS/SLA Internetworking
- SDN: Software Defined Networking
- EDNA: Emergency Services and Disaster Recovery of Networks and Applications
- DEPLOY: Deploying the Future Infrastructures
- CGOBS: CLOUD/GRID over Optical Burst Switching Networks
- APP: Users, applications, and business models